There is a Shoe on the Road
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It started as a usual day, Marc was going out with his girlfriend Jessica.
They went to the beach, it was a very sunny day outside. He put on his
new shoes that Jessica gave him as his birthday present, they were
white and black with lacing.
They decided to camp in the woods near Jessica's grandma's house.
They were playing games, Marc was fixing a fireplace while Jessica
was putting up the tent. It was great until Marc was going up the road to
get some more wood for the fireplace.
He climbed up the woods to the road, it was really beautiful. Marc
wanted to take some nice pictures of some mountains right next to him.
Marc heard something, when he looked to the right there was a car

driving so fast, Marc was running but he couldn't run faster and the car
drove over him…
After a couple minutes Jessica started wondering, where is he? She
went up to the road, her heart was broken. Marc was just laying there
next to the mountains, -NOOOOOOO!! Jessica screamed. Please hear
me Marc, Jessica called the ambulance. They said they were going to be
there about 5 minutes. The ambulance came about 7 minutes later, Marc
was treated good in the hospital.
He was in coma for about 6 months, the shoe was still laying there. One
day the 4th of july Marc waked up. Jessica was chocked but she had
guilt feelings, the time Marc was in coma Jessica had met a man at her
job and they became more than just friends, they married each other.
Jessica didn't know how to tell Marc, But that wasn't the most important
thing in the world right now, that was Marc.
After one month Jessica told Marc, he wasn't happy about it but he
understood that it wasn't Jessica's fault that she had meet someone
new. Marc and Jessica divorce and they lived their life without each
other but still happy. Either Marc or Jessica know where the shoe is right
now and they will never now.
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Who is the owner of the shoe? ¤
How did it get there?¤
What happened just before it ended up on the road?¤
How long has it been there? ¤
Is anyone missing it? ¤

What could be the reason it ended up there?
What is the worst thing that may have happened?
What is the best thing that may have happened?

